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Steps taken
to improve
campus safety

Spike it!

□ The University is
making efforts to improve student safety on
campus.

□ Students can get help
for poor study habits
and problems with class
material in University's
tutoring labs.

By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BC News
To ensure the safety of University students this fall and in
the future, several additions
were added to the campus over
the summer.
According to Barbara Waddell,
University public information
officer, three new emergency
phones were installed in the
areas by the University Union,
the technology annex by the airport and the television station.
Carl Cogar, assistant vice
president of the Physical Plant,
said as part of Improving the
safety on campus, new lighting
was installed around campus.
Cogar said new lighting was
also added on all the sidewalks by
Harshman and Kreischer Quadrangles and on the sidewalks
from Kreischer to the Student
Services and Fine Arts buildings.

ByJOHNSTEBBINS
TheBG News

• See STUDY, page four.
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BG
offers
study
help

Now that you're In college,
you'll find that it's a lot more fun
picking which times to go to class
and then only having to go for 12
to 18 hours a week. However, the
downside to all of this is that the
course work is a little tougher and
oftentimes, it doesn't make
sense.
Help is not on the way. It's
already here.
The University campus has
academic tutoring labs to help
you with your problems with
class material.
For students with overall
studying problems, there is the
Study Skills Lab in Moseley Hall.
Assistant Director Joyce Blinn
sees the lab as a way for students
to not find help with an individual
class, but to troubleshoot poor
study habits that transcend any
course material.
"We offer workshops in asking
better questions in class to individual sessions," she said. "Last
year, our study group sessions
helped over 1,000 students."
Reading specialists Sally
Dreier and Ron Knopf work with
students on a one-onone basis to
help them work out their problems.
"My most recent case was a
student who couldn't read more
than two pages of his textbook
without falling asleep," Dreier
said. "I just applied a the SQ3R
(survey, question, read, recite,
review) method to him, and he
can now read a lot more."
"We also analyze tests to help
students find where they made
their mistakes and how to prevent them later," she said.
Dianne Abbott, director of the
Math Lab in Moseley Hall, said
the Math Lab offers a variety of
ways to help math students, from
one-on-one tutoring to simple
study hall environments.
"We have tutoring assistance,
study groups of up to five people,
practice tests for all the 100-level
classes, handouts and answer
keys, computer software and a
lending library of books and
videos," she said. "It depends on
what the student both wants and
needs."
Abbott added that there is an
advantage to both hands-on and
passive tutoring within the lab.
"Some students just come here
and do their homework," she
said. "Many also get into a study
group that works at its own pace.
We also have many people who
take out our 'Math Made Easy'
series on video or take out a book
of a lesser level for a more basic
explanation to their problems."
The campus also has a Writing
Lab for those who are having
trouble writing a paper for a
class. Though connected to the
English department, Writing
Specialist Theresa Torisky said
the lab will look at any paper for

TODAY
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SPORTS

Cogar also said that lighting
was added to parking lots N, 14,

BG Nc« Phet* by Amy Strieker
Chris Saettel, a junior social studies education major, attempts to block sophomore Bob Coulson's
spike in a friendly game of volleyball.

Speaker teaches students to
cope with everyday stress
□ The Center for WeiIness and Prevention
provides tips for students dealing with life's
daily strains.
By STACY FOWLER
The BC News
Whether you are a freshman or
senior, stress can become a big
part of your life during college.
In a discussion titled "Creating
the Best Years of Your Life" presented Tuesday by the Center for
Wellness and Prevention, students were given tips on how to
stay calm during stressful times
in their lives.
Sheila Harris, counselor for
the Center for Wellness and Prevention, told students that they
all have a wellness wheel that
they need to keep In balance.
"Wellness is not letting everyday
things get to us. Eating right, getting enough sleep and exercising
helps in our wellness."
The wellness wheel is divided
into six dimensions that could be
disrupted by stress in their lives.
Physical, emotional, spiritual,
multicultural, occupational and
environmental wellness can be
thrown off balance by good and

can also be a big help in relieving
stress, Harris said.
Harris also advises students
not to deprive themselves of
sleep, especially around midterms and finals. A nap after
class can be a great way to alleShelia Harris viate stress and help refresh stucounselor dents before studying. Exercise
can help students calm down
from a long day of classes. It will
also decrease the chances of stubad stress.
dents gaining the "Freshman 15."
According to Harris, good
Another stress-buster the
stress is caused by something
that we enjoy doing but is stress- Center for Wellness and Prevenful to our bodies. Riding a roller tion recommends is taking time
coaster or jogging around town out of the day to do something for
can cause your body to experi- themselves. A warm bath or a
ence good stress. Bad stress is book can help students relax
caused by something that our when the signs of stress creep up
on them.
bodies Just can't handle.
"Once you have figured out
"I feel that the presentation
how to balance your life, it will
stay with you for the rest of your was great for new students. It
gave them signs of stress to look
life," Harris said.
The Center for Wellness and for in themselves and for people
Prevention has many stress- they know," said Lisa Swenson,
buster tips that students can fol- an orientation board member.
If stress does become a problow to keep balance in their welllem, the Center for Wellness and
ness wheel and to avoid stress.
When students feel stress, a Prevention has counseling availgame of cards or Monopoly can able to students free of charge.
help ease the tension and calm They are located on the second
them down. An upbeat song on floor of the Student Health buildthe radio or a relaxing sound, ing and can be reached at
such as rain or taped whale calls. 372-9355.

"Wellness is not
letting everyday
things get to us."

2, 7 and 8. Other improved areas
Include the walkway between
Jerome Library and the Business
Administration building, and
along Ridge Street, between Student Services and the Moore Musical Arts building. "We just
completed the project in July,"
Cogar said.
Cogar said the cost of the
project was approximately
$500,000.
"The money didn't come from
student tuition but from the
state's capital improvement
fund," Cogar said.
Other improvements will come
in the form of additional police
protection. According to Waddell, the University plans to hire
two replacement police officers.
"We are hiring two new officers because they are replacements for two we lost earlier this
year," Waddell said.
Waddell said they applied for a
hiring program grant which
would enable the University to
hire three additional officers.
She said they hope to get an answer by July 1998.
"With this grant, 75 percent of
the new officers' salaries and
• See SAFETY, page four.

Department comes
together beneath
new East Hall roof
□ East Hall, which
houses both the English
and American Culture
Studies departments,
opens up just in time for
the new fall semester.
By DAN WATCHORN
The BC News
There is a new building on
campus, and the English department has something to cheer
about.
East Hall will house the offices
of the English department and
American Culture Studies and is
tentatively set to open Sept. 18.

"I cannot remember,
and I am not sure
that there is anyone
still alive who can
remember, when the
last time the
department was
together."
Bob Waddle
Director of Capital Planning

communicate with each other,"
Berry said. "Now, we can just
walk down the hall."
Communication was not the
only reason the departments
have been joined together. Not
only was it a logical choice, but it
made sense financially.

The English department, which
previously occupied Moseley,
University and Hanna halls, is
moving due to the long term
planning of department consolidation.
According to Bob Waddle, director of Capital Planning, the
The choice to build a new buildEnglish department has been ing Instead of renovating South
Hall was strictly a financial deseparate for too long.
cision. Waddle said.
"I cannot remember, and I am
not sure that there is anyone still
"With the new East Hall being
alive that can remember, when the same square footage as South
the last time the department was Hall, the cost to renovate comtogether," Waddle said.
pared with the cost to build was
only a five percent difference,"
Ellen Berry and Alice Calder- Waddle said.
onello, co-chairwomen of the
English department, agree that
According to Waddle, with the
the bringing together of the de- English department moving out
partment establishes a sense of of University Hall and the
theatre department moving fTn
cohesiveness.
South Hall to University Hall,
"With over 40 instructors and Capital Planning can now move
75 graduate students, we found forward with their plans to elimourselves running around from inate South Hall and open up that
building to building trying to end of campus.
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Seniors have all the answers for freshmen
Bowing Green State University, after three long years, now
classifies me as a "senior."
According to Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of
the English Language, a senior
Is. "a member of the Girl Scouts
from 14 to 17 years of age."
Never mind that is physically
Impossible In my case: I haven't
been 17 in 4 years.
My own definition of senior:
The time in your life that graduaUon nears and your worried
advisor phones you and asks,
"Senior grades lately?" To which
you reply, "Si. senior. No me
gusta espanol."
This also demonstrates the
wisdom many seniors now have,
seniors who realize It would have
been more productive to take
Spanish In high school instead of
spending all that time trying to
sneak into Girl Scout meetings.
I thought today I would use
some of this wisdom to give Ups
to the freshmen and answer
some of the questions freshmen

TOM MATHER
might have. I impart my
knowledge not to show off my
wisdom, but In the manner my
mother raised me. to do a kind
deed for others.
Of course, it always helps
when a portion of "others"
happens to be female and
single. Mama didn't raise no
fool.
Speaking of mothers, safety
Is an issue that concerns
mothers when their little ones
toddle off to college. Students
themselves are often concerned
with safety and wonder if they
are safe walking alone at night
in a dimly lit alley with no cops
around and only a spray of
breath mint to protect them.
Let me relieve everyone's fears.
First, no one should be
walking alone at night. Second,
there are police who patrol the
campus at night. Third, this

year we have the benefit of more
lighting, recently added on. I'm
no mathematician, but by my
calculation Is that there are now
more lights on campus than
students. In my Spanish study
group alone, there's two lamps
and a flashlight.
This is another good tip. I
suggest starting a study group
with people In some of your
classes. While this may or may
not help with your grades, it is a
great way to socialize and meet
members of the opposite sex.
In the case of a 10 to 15 page
term paper, another good Idea Is
to wait unUl midnight the night
before It Is due to start It. This
will help you write from the heart
because A) you will write anything down to help take up space
and 2) you won't have Ume to go
back and change anything that
might offend anyone. Also, this
will save on guilt. By planning to
delay from the start, you won't
actually be procrastinating.
Now that I've given Ups based

"Mama didn't raise nojool.'
on my three years of experience
at Bowling Green. I'll answer
some common questions that
freshmen may have.
Q: Everyone raves about the
newly styled cafeterias on
campus, citing the many
varieties and overall quality of
the food now available. Will 1
ever get tired of cafeteria food?
A: Absolutely. It now takes
about one and a half weeks to
be thoroughly disenchanted
with campus food offerings.
This is progress. It used to be
two days.
Q: What is the campus
record for the most number of
people In closet?
A: In a typical KrelscherHarshman Quad dorm room
closet, the record Is 11 persons. If there are any attempts
to break this record this year. I
would very much like to be
present. If not Involved.

(NOTE. This would be a great way
to get your name In the paper.
Q: I plan to go to the rec center
three times a week. When Is a
good time to go?
A: When it is not very crowded.
Q: I am afraid of tough college
classes. How hard are they and
will I ever adjust to them?
A: By all accounts, freshman
year Is the hardest year for
classes. Most freshmen don't
realize that "101" actually stands
for the number of people that are
supposed to fall. However, about
hallway through your first
semester, you should adjust to
sleeping in class instead of your
bed. and your grades should rise
accordingly.
Q: Did the fraternity/sorority
rock that is constantly repainted
by those groups actually start out
as a pebble, and grow to It's
current 3-foot level through
repeated painted Jobs?

A: Yes.
Q: Did the following conversation ever take place between a
BGSU student from Lancaster.
Ohio and a fellow Lancaster
factory worker?
"So, where do you go to school?"
"Bowling Green."
"Never heard of It."
"It's up near Toledo."
"Hey, don't they have the
National Tractor Pulling Championships there?"
"Yes they do."
"Yeah. I've been there ... There's
a school there?"
A: Yes.
Q: You weren't really a girl
scout, were you?

Tom Mather is a columnist for the
News. Questions and comments can be
sent to mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to
210 West Hall.

MARY BETH MURTHA

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
If you would like to submit a Letter to the Editor,
please follow these guidelines:
• Make sure the letter is 500 words or less.
Please include your address, major, academic
class and phone number (phone numbers are
strictly for verification and not for publication).
If you are not a BGSU student, please provide
your position or affiliation with the University or the community.
• Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or email us at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
• Space limitations may prevent The News from
printing all letters received. The News reserves
the right to edit any and all letters.
• Anonymous letters will be printed if valid
identification is given and the editorial board
deems anonymity is in the proper interests of
the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries
submitted for publication

Every Monday is Brian Taylor day
'. Since I've already been preempted by Labor Day next week.
Tmy first Monday column will
appear on a Friday, which works
'Just about perfectly for my Ironic
life. But It does give me a chance
to give you all fair warning as to
what to expect each Monday, as
We all drag our sorry corpses out
of bed and move forward with
another fun-filled week of
classes.
Recognizing that my smiling
face will be your company for
pnly a few minutes as you're
killing time before class starts or
during excretory exercises. I
know that what I say will, for the
most part, go unheard.
But that's fine with me. since
half of the time people don't
listen to what I say. and the
other half, probably shouldn't
listen. But since I do have an
opinion, from time to time and
since 1 seem to get some sort of
odd pleasure from putting my
opinion into verbiage and onto
paper, you're going to be stuck
with me for the next couple of
semesters. So for the sake of

1

"7 know the idea of change sometimes is scary and less preferable to
sticking to the norm, but it's the recipe for life itself."

argument, saying that maybe I
do have a few Interesting things
to speak of. you'll always have
the consistency of each Monday
being able to look down and
find me and my valuable two
cents In The BG New
Happy Brian Taylor day.
But who am I? I think If I
knew that answer completely. I
wouldn't need to write as a
psychological release, but I'll do
my best to give a general sketch
of moi.
I was born In Detroit, moved
to Lima, which is Just an hour
south of here, and have lived
there since I was 2. My dad
came from South Carolina,
moved to Harlem, then to
Detroit, where he met my mom,
during his divorce from his first
wife and married her while she
was pregnant with me. So I've
been around nearly 20 years as
my parents have been married

20 years.
I like to think I had a good
childhood, since I've heard ones
way worse than mine, but I know
It wasn't perfect. To the surprise
of some. I don't think my semitroubled past came from being
bl-racial and having some sort of
identity crisis, although I did go
through that phase at one time.
No. actually. I think It was a
thing of never feeling as though I
fit In, whether because of my
wide girth back in hell, a.k.a.
middle school, or my outdated
afro.
But I got through that stuff,
for better or worse, turned a few
good years of high school and
made more than a little trouble
for my parents in the meantime.
An abbreviated stint at Howard
University In Washington. D.C. .
a historically black university,
helped grow me up a few more
years and realize some things

about myself, which brought
me back to Ohio and to Bowling Green, which Is basically
where we are now.
Now what does all of this
mean for you happy folks
celebrating Brian Taylor day? It
means that each Monday,
you're going to get my unabashed opinion on Just about
anything I think I can fill more
than 700 words of paper with.
I'm not perfect, so I'm hoping
most of that will come through
In my articles, because I plan
on being totally honest, even If
it means opening myself up to
some things I'd rather most
people not know.
It's not really going to
require much effort from you
guys to properly celebrate
Brian Taylor day. Hell. Just
picking up the paper and
reading a few words will
probably qualify. I'd rather you
read every word and when you
disagree with It. let me know,
because I'm not here on some
power trip, espousing my views
as though they are the law.

BRIAN TAYLOR
I know this campus can be a
somewhat apathetic one at times,
probably because too many of us
follow the herd mentality and
involvement/caring takes too
much time away from being cool.
I accept that. One thing I've
learned and am still trying to
accept in bits and pieces Is that
there are some things I can't
change that possibly no one can
change, and I can't make people
care. But despite all of that. I'm
not going to quit trying.
We're all getting ready to start
the rest of our lives and we're
pretty worthless if we make little
or no growth In the next four
years.
know the idea of change
sometimes Is scary and less
preferable to sticking to the norm,
but its the recipe for life Itself. So
this is my reason for trying to get
people to at least think about
what I say.

(

I'm going to make a few
promises about what you'll see
each Monday. You can even keep
this Issue and ambush me and
smack me over the head with it
if I break any of them.
I promise I'll be as honest
about myself and my Ideas as
possible, even If it means
opening myself up to criticism or
whatever. I promise I'll do my
best not to embarrass my
friends or family, at least not as
much as I'll probably embarrass
myself.
And I promise that I'll not
always be right, which Is why I
encourage you to call me on my
errors, because that's the only
way I'm going to change. And
last of all. I promise If you stick
with me and think about the
things I say. come next May.
you'll have changed a bit too.
Brian Taylor Is a columnist for
the News. Questions and comments can be sent to
taylob9bgnetbgsu.edu or to 210
West HalL
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FACT:
The Bowling Green men's soccer team has
won the Mid-American Conference two
years in a row
FICTION:
Professors like to relive their crazy college
days and go easy on us on Fridays

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:

"What are your plans this
weekend?"

Friday, 8/29/97
Women's Soccer at Kent (4
pm)
Kent, Ohio. The first varsity
women's soccer match in BGSU
history. Although both schools are
MAC members, this match will not
count in the conference standings.

M.iliiui.i Moore
Junior

Dana Valek
Freshman
Speech Pathology

Communications

"I'm going home to get
all of the stuff I forgot."

Ben Norbage

Freshman
Sports Management

"Going home!!!"

"I'm going hcune for
the first homdfootball
game at my high
school."

Jaime Barnes
Junior
Environmental Health

Patrick Whitworth
Sophomore
Undecided

"I'm going to Cincinnati for the Pie Taster's
Show and fireworks."

"I'll probably wander
around town and sleep
a lot."

Volleyball vs. Marquette (5
pm)
Kalamazoo, Mich. Denise Van De
Walle's 15th Falcon volleyball squad
begins the season at the Western
Michigan Invitational. The Golden
Eagles provide the opposition for this
Friday evening affair.

Private Parts (8 pm)
111 Olscamp. Movie sponsored by
UAO. Welcome Week event.

Private Parts (11 pm)
111 Olscamp. Movie sponsored by
UAO. Welcome Week event.

TODAY'S

OHIO Weather
Friday, Aug. 29
AccuWcathcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Saturday, 8/30/97

QUOTE OF
THE DAY

Volleyball vs. Valparaiso
(11:30am)
Kalamazoo, Mich.. The Falcons
continue action in the WMU Invite
with a Saturday morning contest.

"I don't think going down there
and doing well is what we are
looking for. Not with this football team."

BGSU Men's Soccer vs. St
Bonaventure (Noon)
Lee Jackson Field (Akron, Ohio).
Opening-round match of the Acme
Soccer Classic.

Football at Louisiana Tech
(7 pm)

Falcon football coach Gary Blackney
on Saturday's season opener at Louisiana Tech

Ruston, La.. The Falcons open the
1997 season on the road against the
Bulldogs who beat BG in the 1995
season opener in the only meeting
between the two programs.

FRIDAY FILM

Volleyball at Western
Michigan (7:30 pm)
Kalamazoo, Mich.. The Falcons
conclude action in the WMU
Invitational against the host Broncos.
Private Parts (8 pm)
111 Olscamp. Movie sponsored by
UAO. Welcome Week event.

Private Parts (11 pm)
Showers T-storms Rain

Flumes

Snow

Ice

Sunny Pt Cloudy

111 Olscamp. Movie sponsored by
UAO. Welcome Week event.

Cloudy

Sunday, 8/31/97

Via Associated Press GiaphicsNe!

BGSU Men's Soccer vs.
Northeastern (Noon)
Lee Jackson Field (Akron, Ohio).
Final-round match of the Acme
Soccer Classic.

TODAY'S

Women's Soccer vs.
Louisville (2 pm)

WEATHER

Cochrane Field. BGSU's first
regular-season women's varsity
soccer match at Cochrane Field. The
Cardinals will provide the opposition.

Today
Sunny and beautiful. High: 80. Low: 62.

Saturday
Continued sunny and beautiful. High: 81. Low: 64.

inns
A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY

CORRECTION
The RPS advertisement which ran on
page 31 of Wednesday's edition of The
BG News contained two typographical
errors. These errors were the responsibility of The BG News and the Department of Student Publications and were
not originated by Roadway Package
Systems (RPS). The BG News regrets the
errors.
Sincerely,
The BG News

This entertainment, originally intended for the University Picnic, was cancelled at the last minute.
Just like most homework excuses, FRIDAY FILM Is not Intended to be taken too seriously. Have a good weekend.

The calender of events is a service of"The
BG News/or the community. The
listings are pulled from the University
web page.

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where xve
try to offer something for eivrybody. Opinions expressed Herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

Monday's listings can be found on the
University uieb page.

r

SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJORS
(Communications, Computer Science, English
Math, Science, Social Studies)

EDUCATION MAJORS
STUDENT TEACHING

REQUIRED SIGN-UP MEETING FOR;

SPRING SEMESTER. 1998
or
FALL SEMESTER, 1998

SPRING SEMESTER, 1998

Reauired Sian-Uo Meetina:
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1997

SECONDAPY METHODS
and
STUDENT TEACHING
FALL SEMESTER, 1998

COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION
Meetings at: 8:30, 9:30. 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30.3:30, 4:30 p.m.
KNOW YOUR SIX WEEK SPRINT k
I COURSE(S) AND ON-CAMPUS 1
MAILBOX NUMBER
ATTEND ONE MEETING!

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,1997
TOWN ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
Attend One Meeting Time:
10:30, 11:30 a.m., 1:30, 2:30 p.m.
KNOW YOUR ON-CAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER

Welcome Back All Students!!

The BG News
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Nation

Affirmative
action ban
becomes law
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO - After
nearly a year of legal challenges,
California's affirmative action
ban became law Thursday -- the
34th anniversary of Martin
Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a
Dream" speech.
Thousands of the law's opponents streamed across the Golden Gate Bridge in protest of California becoming the first state in
the nation to eliminate race and
gender considerations in everything from hiring to education.
'This is history," said 60-yearold demonstrator Jestine Singleton, who drove overnight with a
church group from Riverside in
Southern California. "We've still
got the dream. It's still coming."
California voters passed the
measure, Proposition 209, last
November by a 54 percent margin, but the ban has been tied up
in the courts since. The American Civil Liberties Union and
other opponents tried to have it
struck down, but the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals refused
Tuesday to block implementation
while it is appealed to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
King's famous speech in Washington in 1963 was on the marchers' minds as they trooped
across the bridge, four and five
abreast on a pedestrian sidewalk,
chanting and singing "We Shall
Overcome." The protest, followed by a rally, was peaceful
and traffic was not disrupted.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, who
organized the march, urged Prop
209 opponents to continue fighting.
"In this country there are those
who are dreamers and those who
are dream-busters. Th«:
dreamers need to outlast the
dream-busters. We must pursue
the dream of an inclusive society," Jackson said.
Schoolchildren, college students and the elderly of all races

Crunched

walked side-by-side, many wearing "Save the dream" buttons as
drivers honked and waved. Drum
and bugle corps music added to
the din.
"I dont think we've undone the
negative effects of slavery," said
Jean Mont-Eton, 68, of San Francisco. "I still think we need affirmative action."
San Francisco Mayor Willie
Brown, who is black, likened the
ban to Jim Crow laws decades
ago.
"This same kind of march was
held years ago, when Southern
bigots were doing the same
thing," he said.
Meanwhile, it wasn't clear
whether implementation of the
law would have any immediate
impact.
In San Francisco, City Attorney Louise Renne said a local affirmative action program would
stand despite Proposition 209.
"In San Francisco, at least,
there will be no precipitous action to undo the hard work we
have already undertaken to
remedy past discrimination,"
Renne said.
State officials and proposition
supporters were quick to warn
that failing to abide by the law
would not be tolerated.

AiioclatcdPreit photo

Steubenville police officers look over the scene of a car-bus accident early Thursday at the intersection of state Route 7 and Univer-

Freemen members sentenced

Both men
convicted
of fraud

In Los Angeles County's affirmative action office, Dennis Tafoya said county officials "won't
be changing anything immediately. I think we want to be Ihe Associated Press
very sure about what we do
WILMINGTON, N.C. - A
here."
member of the Montana Freemen
At the state level, the measure and his associate were sentenced
affects contract bidding rules to lengthy prison terms Wednesthat give preference to firms day for a plan to buy vehicles
with worthless financial docusubcontracting with minorities.
However, because state laws ments issued by the antimandating the rules remain in government group.
Russell Dean Landers, 45, of
effect until struck down by the
courts or repealed by the Legislature, the rules remain technically In place.

Correction
An article that ran in Thursday's BG News on historically
black greek organizations contained several inaccuracies.
Heidi Hartzell, adviser to the University's National PanHellenic Council, had her name misspelled. Also, there are seven
NPHC Greek chapters on campus, as opposed to nine.
A quote that was attributed to Hartzell about the origin of
NPHC organizations was also not accurate. Any references in
the story that Hartzell said that NPHC chapters' purposes were
"more pure" than traditional systems were also not accurate.

SAFETY

safety awareness, Waddell said,
Continued from page one.
by entering residence halls and
benefits would be paid for," classrooms.
"We hope to get into the classWaddell said. "We would also be
able to hire one additional officer room more and talk with the stuevery year for the next several dents one on one," Waddell said.
According to Waddell, their goal
years."
Waddell said they hope to im- is to offer support to students.
"Our goal is to break down the
prove community policing.
"We want to broaden out com- barriers between students and
munity policing efforts and look police," Waddell said. "We supat ways to increase safety port what the president said
about impacting students in a
awareness," Waddell said.
The police hope to increase positive way."

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES, AND HOUSES
401 South Enterprise #C
109 North Main #H
114 1/2 South Main St. #3, 9
117 North Main #4, 5, 6
134 North Main St. #4
13180 Maple St., Weston #5
221 South Summit
134 East Wooster#B

sily Boulevard in Steubenville. No one was reported to be seriously
injured.

Four Oaks, and James Vincent
Wells, 58, of Zebulon, were sentenced under federal guidelines
for domestic terrorists. They
were convicted in February on
all fraud and conspiracy charges
brought against them.
Landers, who was sentenced to
30 years, was among 14 antigovernment Freemen who surrendered to the FBI last summer
after an 81-day standoff. Wells,
who got 12 years, was not a
member of the Freemen, his attorney said.
Prosecutors contended that the
two men drove a motor home and

utility vehicle from North Carolina to Montana so the Freemen
could outfit an armed convoy of
vigilantes, but FBI arrests and
the standoff intervened.
U.S. District Judge W. Earl
Briti also sentenced Landers to
three years of supervised release
and ordered him to pay $183,961
in restitution. Wells was also sentenced to five years of supervised release and $214,768 in restitution.
The jury in February also
ordered them to forfeit a luxury
recreational vehicle and Chevrolet Suburban they delivered to

Montana's Justus Township.
The vehicles were to be used to
help the Freemen kidnap and
execute certain public officials
in Montana, according to the U.S.
Attorney's Office.
The men got the money to buy
the vehicles by presenting a
Durham bank with Freemeninspired "comptroller warrants."
During the trial, Freemen
leader Leroy Schweitzer testified
that he believed the warrants
were a valid way to raise money
because they were backed by
liens that had been imposed on
property by a Freemen court.

Hearing
held
for
Terry
Nichols
Attorneys request
Timothy McVeigh carried out the
Oklahoma City bombing but said
there was no proof his client participated in the plot.
"We concede that Timothy
McVeigh blew up the Murrah
Federal building and did so for
The Associated Press
reasons that are crystal clear,"
DENVER - An attorney for defense attorney Adam ThursTerry Nichols said Thursday he chwell said.
was willing to acknowledge that
Thurschwell's concession

limited testimony
in trial

came during a two-hour hearing
in which Nichols' attorneys
asked a federal judge to block
jurors from hearing testimony
about his tax protests and credit
card battles.
Prosecutors want U.S. District
Judge Richard Matsch to allow
some of Nichols' past antigovernment statements to be
used against him in the trial, say-

ing it provides a motive for blowing up the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
But Thurschwell said Nichols'
anti-government statements did
not mean he was involved in any
plot to blow up the building and
that it was unfair to link Nichols
with the "violent and revolutionary fervor" of McVeigh,
his former Army buddy.

she said. "They come in with a lot
of anxiety about their paper and
we help them solve it themselves.
The lab also gives an informed
audience to the writer to bounce
ideas off of, to make sure something is explained clearly or fully
enough."

is looking to fill speaking requirements for upper-level
classes, though they will point
you in the right direction to find
a tutor for difficulties with a foreign language.

STUDY
Continued from page one.

any class.
"We serve the whole campus
community with its writing problems," she said. "We have one-onone tutoring for everyone who
comes in with a paper, for any
class, on any topic"
Though many might see the lab
as a place to come to find simple
mechanical errors in spelling and
grammar, she noted the focus of
the lab is to help with the devel-

opment of the writer, as well.
"We aren't here to just proofread," she said. "Many people
expect that when they come in,
but what we do is help the writer
find patterns in their writing so
they can learn to identify problems and prevent them from
happening again."
Torisky added the lab looks at
the piece as a part of the overall
growth of a writer.
"The student is empowered,"
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There is also a language lab on
campus, but Director Eric Graubart said it is only for the serious
student of foreign language who

"Since we deal with people who
are looking to either teach or
work with their foreign language, what we offer is a great
career opportunity for the serious student," Graubart said.

Gnv€L STAFF WRNTCD!
1st Organizational Meeting
Thursday, September 4th, 6:30pm
» Watch next week's 8G News for details »
f Writers ond photographers needed »
Pleose call Stacy Qt 352-9779 or Nlhkl at 372-3506
with any questions

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES AND HOUSES
843 Sixth #7
31 Stonegate Circle
326 N. Findlay, Portage: Brand New
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Falcons won't settle for just playing well
□ The Falcons want to
start off the year in the
win column.

Niemet strives
to reach next
level this year

By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

□ The Falcon quarterback, searching for a
breakout season, is hoping history repeats itself.

A year ago. Bowling Green
opened on the road against
national-power Alabama and
came out satisfied after playing
well in a 21-7 defeat.
Similar feelings won't be coming out of this year's opener.
BG opens the 1997 season Saturday at Louisiana Tech and the
Falcons expect to come out with
nothing short of a victory.
Anything less would be a disappointment - and a crushing
blow to what the Falcons believe
will be a great season.
"It's an important opener because we are a team right now
that has developed a lot of confidence," head coach Gary Blackney said. "I think it's important
to win and reinforce that confi-

By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News
Bob Niemet knows his Bowling
Green football history.
With that in mind, he knows
this could be his make-or-break
year.
Niemet will be behind center
Saturday night in Ruston, La.
when the Falcons open the 1997
season against Louisiana Tech.
Niemet is a junior this season.
He has started most of the past
two seasons at quarterback for
Bowling Green
with mixed results and not as
many victories
as he'd like.
H
i
s
predecessors
at the position
- Erik White
(1989-92) and
Ryan Henry
Niemet
(93-95) -- had
their careers start out in similar
ways.
Each broke out in his junior
year - and Niemet realizes that.
"I know of those guys," Niemet
said. "I've seen the statistics
through their sophomore and
junior years.
"I'm looking forward to coming out and helping the team as
much as I can. I really wouldn't
mind having that much stats if I
can just help the team more."
Here is the history that faces
Niemet:
■ White, as a junior in Gary
Blackney's first year as head
coach, piloted the Falcons to a
11-1 season and California Bowl
victory. BG repeated the MAC

"We have to be able
to run the ball and
take time off the
clock."

BG Nrwi Phdlo by Doug KhrtnovHky

Gary Blackney
Falcon football coach

Quarterback Bob Niemet, back for his second season as the Falcons' dence level.
starter, is being counted upon to have a breakthrough year this seaon,
"We need some reinforcement
like Erik White and Ryan Henry before him.
right now. Our kids are feeling
good about themselves, but we
championship in White's senior pen.
"I've talked in the past about need to come out of the blocks
season.
■ Henry followed an up-and- quarterbacks reaching that next fast. We need to continue to grow
down sophomore season in 1993 level between their sophomore week in and week out."
Reinforcement will be hard to
by piloting a 9-2 Falcon team that and junior years. So far in
broke nearly every school preseason practice I'd say that come by against Louisiana Tech,
which returns the bulk of one of
offensive record. BG scored 391 Bobby has reached that level.
"He's yet to do it in a game, and the nation's most prolific
points that year - as opposed to
offensive attacks from a year
that's why the jury is out."
just 402 over the past two years.
Niemet is healthy this season, ago. The Bulldogs finished 6-5
The significance of Niemet
certainly isn't lost on head coach and staying that way should go a last year with the nation's thirdlong way toward a favorable rat- rated passing offense.
Gary Blackney.
The Bulldogs have to replace
"Bob Niemet ... he has to be a ing from "the jury." Niemet's
their quarterback and leading
key player, obviously. Bobby is
• See NIEMET, page seven. receiver, but the rest of the
the guy that makes things hap-

offense remains intact.
"They are a very explosive
offensive football team," Blackney said. "They come at you with
a lot of different formations.
They put a lot of pressure on
your perimeter people - outside
linebackers and secondary.
"Our whole secondary will be
severely tested."
That secondary will also be
very inexperienced.
Tom Gab ram, a converted wide
receiver who has never played a
down as a cornerback, is expected to start there Saturday. The
rest of the defensive backfield
does return ~ Chloke Bradley,
Morty Bryce and Junior Williams
all started last year - but it remains BG's biggest question
mark.
The Falcons expect to offset
the defensive backs with a
stronger pass rush - but rushing
on the Bulldogs could be a daunting task. Tech's four returning
senior starters on the offensive
line average 309 lbs.
Tackle Chris Crudup - at 6-11,
375 lbs. -- is what one press
release called "a training table
nightmare."
"You rush right to your face,
he just engulfs you," Blackney
said of Crudup. "You disappear."
Blackney hopes to counter that
line with the depth and quickness
of the BG defensive front.
Blackney said Monday that he is
confident of all six players who
will be rotating into the three defensive front positions Saturday.
Letoskey Carey, Dan King and
Gardner Howard are slated to
start, but D.J. Durkin, Dana
Johnson and Willie Watson will

SCOTT BROWN'S PICK

BOWLING GREEN 24-21

a world of trouble. They are too
talented on offense.
"Our offensive line is going to
have to come out and gel for us."
Eric Curl, a redshirt freshman,
will start at right guard ahead of
senior Sam Hemke. Hemke is
still nursing a sore wrist but will
see considerable playing time.
Defensively, Tech gave up
407.2 yards per game last year
all see considerable action.
Exploiting their defensive line but returns eight starters.
BG Is listed as a touchdown
depth will be key for the Falcons
considering the secondary and underdog In this game - which Is
the oppressive heat expected In fine with Blackney. Just beating
Louisiana. Gametlme tempera- the spread, however, won't proture in Ruston (7 p.m. CST) vide the satisfaction it did last
year at Alabama.
should be near 90 degrees.
"I dont think going down there
"We have to be able to run the
ball and take time off the clock," and doing well is what we are
Blackney said. "If we cant run looking for," Blackney said. "Not
the football, we're going to be In with this football team."

ULTIMATE HAPPY HOURS
START AT 5:00PM

KAREOKE FRIDAYS
BCWUNG GREEK OHO

AT 8:30 PM
50C & 75C DRAFTS AND 75C DRINKS

Forrest Creason Golf Course

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS & FACULTY!

• Student Fall Passes are
available starting Sunday,
August 24th
• All the Fall golf you can play
for only $50.00
' You must have a fall
schedule or validation
sticker

East Poe Road
Bowling Green, OH
419-372-2674
Phone for Tee Times

1

Get your Tee Times one
week in advance
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G

Howard Stern's
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2ND PIZZA

$6.00

■ Additional toppings $1.20 each
■ Limited time offer

(MEDIUM PIZZA
CHEESE & ONE TOPPING

$5.99
2ND PIZZA

$5.00

' Additional toppings $1.00 each
' Limited time offer

353-0044
1045 N. Main St.
free 'Delivery
HOURS:
SUN.-THURS. 11-1 AM
FRI. &SAT. 11-2:30 AM

^oo OFF"!
Any Pizza or ■
Two Subs
■ Not valid with
any other offer

WE ARE
BOWLING GREEN'S
ONLY FULL LINE

PHOTO SPECIALTY STORE
WE FEATURE
*1 HOUR FILM PROCESSING
*CAMERAS*LENSES*FILM
•BATTERIES
•DARKROOM SUPPLIES & PAPERS
*& SO MUCH MORE
™35MM SINGLE USE
I
CAMERA
■1 1
|
FREE*
■ 11
_ As our way of introducing |
' you lo our store & our
■ processing services, just 1
bring in this coupon & .
1 we'll give you a single use
. camera at no additional |
charge just for visiting.
| LIMIT 1 CAMERA PER ■
PERSON PER DAY
|
1 'Valid thru 9/01/97 with coupon
_
only while supplies la' I

ATTENTION
PHOTO CLASS
STUDENTS

1 Wc offer a complete line of
photo class supplies at
1 special Photo Class student
■
discounts.* •
We also have new & used
| cameras as well as offer a
liberal discount on qty film.
1
darkroom paper &
■
chemistry.

1
|
_
|
■
■
|

|"With Photo Class supplies list _

WE GLADLY ACCEPT CH ECKS & CREDIT CARDS
Open Mon-Fri 9-8; Sat 9-5; Sun 12-5
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157 N. MAIN ST (DOWNT OWN BG) PH 353-4244
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CC ranks second Soccer teams kick offseasons
for Licht-OrdlVCiy Men's team travels to Akron, Women's soccer begins anew
participates in ACME Classic with two weekend matches
Sentiments from
the Sidelines
Jason
McMahon
BGNews
Assistant
Sports Editor v

:i :

ByJIMTOCCO
The BG News

Steve Price left a big stack of
papers waiting in my mailbox a
week ago, something I've come to
expect from the Bowling Green
woman's cross country coach.
He's always real quick to provide
more than enough information
about his team, just hoping that
some of it makes it into this
paper.
I scanned through the pages
and the name Wendy LichtOrdway caught my eye. A transfer, a new addition to the roster,
and from Wisconsin, no less - my
home state. So I decided to pay a
visit to this runner that Price was
so excited about.
When I got to her apartment,
she wasn't alone. Sitting on the
couch was Randy Ordway -- her
husband. That is what makes
Wendy unique.
"This is a new thing," Price
said of having a married athlete
on the team. "I think it's going to
work out just fine. This young
woman is very committed."
In more ways than one. In addition to commitments to cross
country, classes and a gold ringsealed promise to her husband,
Wendy is also on reserve duty in
the U.S. Army.
"It's great stuff," she said.
"Everyone should try it."
Especially if they're looking
for a mate. Stationed at Hunter
Army Air Field in Savannah, Ga.,
Wendy and Randy met in a combat life-saving class some four
years ago. The class was their
only contact on the base.
"We were 45 minutes away
from each other at the post,"
Wendy said. "So we would have
never met each other but we
were in that same class.
"We started hanging out at the
beach and going to clubs, and that
was the end of that."
Not quite the end. After two
years of dating, Wendy's stint of
active duty came to an end.
Randy still had a year left of service, so she decided to accept a
cross country scholarship from
the University of WisconsinParkside.
"That put me in Wisconsin and
him still in Georgia," Wendy said.
"So we were states apart. It was a
lot of money talking and what
not."
She still made the most of her
time on the small branch campus
in Racine, Wis. She developed a
tight bond with her teammates who also became her roommates
- and said Parkside coach Mike
DeWitt "took me under his wing."
"We're great friends," Wendy
said of her old teammates. "They
are the ones that taught me how
to run."
But after one year, Randy finished up in Savannah and got a

Wendy Licht-Ordway
job at the General Motors Plant in
Defiance. It came time to make a
decision.
"He was here and I still was in
Wisconsin," Wendy said. "Then
after that, we decided the longdistance thing wasn't enough. So
we planned our wedding for July
26 and It all happened. It was my
turn to move."
So she began looking into cross
country teams and academic
programs at universities in the
area, and found a warm welcome
from Price in Bowling Green. But
as she admitted to a slight case of
homesickness, she said it was extremely difficult to leave Parkside.
"To leave at basically your
peak, after two years (when)
coach DeWitt has put all that time
and effort into me... he's got me
where he wants me and then I
leave," she said. "So it was really
hard as far as loyalty was concerned."
Instead, loyalty to Randy won
out. Last year, he says, he would
make the five-hour drive to visit
Wendy in Wisconsin at least three
weekends out of every month and
made it to all of her meets. She
has no doubt who her biggest
supporter is.
"He would be at all of them.
He'd sit there and cheer on me
and all the girls," Wendy said.
"To come all that way and drive
another three hours to a meet,
he's gotta be my biggest fan."
"He's real good about coming
to my meets and stuff like that.
He doesn't step on my toes about
running at all. He's real understanding about all that."
Wendy has been busy trying to
get organized at a new school in a
new town. Boxes remain unpacked in the spare bedroom, and
the furniture is still a few weeks
away from arriving. But her
priorities are in order, and cross
country is no longer a clear-cut
winner.
"At Parkside, it was number
one - well. It split with (Randy).
Now it's changed," she said. "I
can't necessarily say it's second,
but I have two main priorities...
my other half and running."

The Falcons invade Akron this
weekend with something to
prove.
They don't have to prove to
anyone that they have the explosiveness to become one of the nation's top programs, they have to
prove that they have the strength
of character to remain there.
And Akron would be a good
place to show it, too. Akron is the
only team Bowling Green doesnt
face in the ACME Soccer Classic,
but you can bet the two teams
will watch each other with venom
dripping from their mouths.
BG knocked off the Zips last
year, 2-1, on a cold, wet night in
Akron. This year, the fact that
the Falcons lost |
six key seniors
and the Zips
took no heavy
losses has
three of the
Mid-American
Conference's
eight coaches
convinced that
Akron is the
Mahler
top team in the
MAC. You can bet the two teams
will be scouting each other extensively.
The Falcons' two opponents
will be St. Bonaventure, at noon
on Saturday, and Northeastern,
at noon on Sunday.
"We don't know a whole lot
about either of the programs,"
Mahler admitted. "But Northeastern is a pretty good team.
They come out of the Boston
area, and they're usually in the
top 10 in their region. They're
two solid soccer teams, and I
think going into the season, this
will be a pretty good test."
Northeastern finished last
season 12-4-2 In the Big East conference, while St. Bonaventure
finished the year 4-11-2 in the Atlantic 10. Neither had an especially difficult schedule, although the Atlantic 10 features
ten very solid soccer teams.
Historically, the Falcons have
faired quite well in the tournament portion of their season. Last
year, the Falcons started off the
year 6-0, sweeping to victories in
each of the three tournaments
they were in, before losing both
games in the Fresno Goal Rush

And Price, her new coach, is
excited to have her thinking
about being a Falcon.
"I see her as a very dedicated
person. She got in all the work we
asked of her," Price said. "Skipped a little bit on her honeymoon,
but we'll forgive her for that."

DELIAS TOUCH OF
BEAUTY

• WHAT:
Men's soccer at ACME
Classic
• WHEN:
Sat., noon vs. St.
Bonaventure
Sun., noon vs. Northeastern
• WHERE:
Akron

ByJIMTOCCO
The BG News

The women's soccer team is
prepared to make history this
weekend as the first varsity team
ever to play for the University.
With that comes a big responsibility. One which coach Tom
Piccirillo and assistant Julie
Reule hope they can handle. And
one which will confront the 24
Tournament. Ranked 17th in the young women on the team, most
nation entering this season, BG is of whom are new to the Universithe hands-down favorite to win ty, and all of whom are new to
soccer at this level.
this tournament as well.
"It's an important tournament
because we have to come back to
Akron again this year," Mahler
said. "So there's more to this
tournament than just winning the
tournament. Knowing that we're
going to have to come back to
Akron is one of the reasons we
accepted the invitation to this
tournament." Mahler says that
the tournament is also a homecoming for many players who
live in the area, and also for himself. Mahler was an assistant
coach in Akron before coming to
BG.
The new-look Falcons will include Jason Bryant at sweeper
and Brett St rang and Kevin
Jackson at marking back. In the
midfield, Dan Kindl, Jay Began,
Mark Michalak and Jon Giganti
will bolster The Falcons, along
with Nick Kolliniatis at attacking
midfield. Chris Dore will play
center, with the other two forward spots up in the air. Back for
his third year, Scott Vallow will
start in goal.
"We're confident," Mahler
said. "But last year was
different. We had all the big
guns. We have some untested
players right now."
Mahler says, however, that
there are at least five players
qualified to play in either of the
forward spots which has to make
a coach happy.
"Our success has always been
due to our depth," Mahler said.
"These are good games to get our
players some experience.
"We know that we can play the
type of soccer it takes to be successful. How consistent we are
and how well we can play at that
level, for how long. Is still to be
determined."

The quest begins today at 4
p.m. against Kent State University, also new to the Division I-A
soccer scene. It's all new to the
Golden Flashes too; it will merely
be a contest to see which team is
more ready.
"I think we're ready," Plccirillo said. "Kent Is going to have a
lot of fanfare surrounding the
first game in the program, but
we're just trying to try and ignore that and let the fanfare
occur on Sunday when we do It
out here."
It will be the Falcons' turn for
fanfare Sunday at 2 p.m. with the
home, opener against Louisville.
A special ceremony is planned
before the match to usher in the
new era of soccer.
Kent lost their scrimmage 2-1
to Ashland, and Piccirillo says
they've suffered Injuries to some
key players.
Louisville Is an established
soccer team, finishing 9-9-2 in
Conference USA last season. But
this season, they've ushered in a
new coach and many new
players.
Besides being big lnnaugural
games, the matches are a chance
for BG to prove that Monday's
1-0 victory over NAIA powerhouse Flndlay was not a nuke.
"It was Interesting," Piccirillo
said of the players' reaction to
Monday's victory. "It was almost
as If it was business as usual and
It was to be expected ... I don't
mind that It's that business as
usual attitude. We'll take a win."
The Falcons will hit the field
with a tough defense, a solid midfield and aggressive forwards,
all of which looked confident and

-*mhen's
£cer
^&

"[She has] everything you
could ask for," Piccirillo said of
Mentrup after Monday's game.
"She's a great kid, great personality, great player - the funny
thing about Janice is that she was
basically unrecruited by anyone,
and she's probably one of our top
players."
Piccirillo says that the starting
11 is for the most part set, with
the exception of one or two positions. He says that the goalkeeper position will remain in a
platoon situation, however, with
freshmen Kit Gazley and Lynette
Lasanen alternating at keeper.
"We're planning on alternating
starts and alternating halves and
not naming a number one and a
number two," Piccirillo said.
"That way, they're both playing
for personal excellence. ... If we
have them both playing games,
they know they've both got to
raise their mastery up. We're
playing the regular season with
the assumption that we're going
to the MAC Tournament, to see
who gets the nod for the MAC
Tournament."
Meanwhile, the focus is on
winning the first two games in
program history, and Piccirillo
hopes that the fans will be able to
offer some help In that area.
"I think we're going to have a
pretty good crowd," Piccirillo
said. "Hopefully we'll have a loud
crowd.... Come be a part of history."

Have you bought your books yet??

"Hair
$5 off Color and perms
$2 off Haircuts w/ Char
exp. 9/30/97

KIRK'S COIN LAUNDrT
Cleaning Your Laundry for 34 Years

FREE DRYING
Sat. August 30th - Wed. September 3rd
4-9PM
Drop Off Laundry
50* per lb.
Dirty Dozen Club

• 20 New Dryers
• Attendent on duty
from 9am-9pm

75< Washes
S. Main

709 S. Main St.
352-0397
Open 24 Hours

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure
is the course description,
and Army ROTC is the
name. It's the one college
elective that builds
your self-confidence,
develops your leader-

ship potential and helps
you take on the challenge of command.
There's no obligation
until your junior year,
so there's no reason not
to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOD CAN TAKE
For details, visit Rm. 151. Memorial Hcdl or call
372-2476

.
■

-■•.—

^

hungry on Monday. Aside from
the obvious offensive firepower
offered by forward Krista Shamblin, left midfielder Janice Mentrup looked untouchable with the
ball. Her speed and footwork
were evident.

Hails.

Tanning Booth ft Bed
13 Visits for $25 '
& 2 free visits w/ packase
_ exp_. 9/30/97

*1

• WHAT:
Women's soccer vs.
Kent, Louisville
• WHEN:
Sat., 4 p.m at Kent
Sun., 2 p.m . vs. Louisville
• WHERE:
Sat., Kent
Sun., Cochrane Field

$25 Full set $15 Balances
fiberglass & acrylic nails
w/ Hope or Char
«xp* 9/30/97

1084 S. Main
(419)353-4211

**

□ First ever varsity
season begins this
weekend against Kent
and Louisville.

□ Men's soccer begins
another season at the
top
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College season boils down to 3 P's
The Associated Press
If you know your three P's this
season, College Football 128
should be a snap.
Peyton's in place at Tennessee,
Penn State is atop the preseason
poll and Ron Powlus is back for
one last fling at remodeled Notre
Dame.
"I haven't been this excited
since my freshman year," said
Powlus, the Irish quarterback
who returns to play for new
coach Bob Davie after four mostly sour seasons under Lou Holtz.
Peyton Manning chose to stay
around, too, saying NFL millions
can wait because he's having so
much fun at Tennessee. Chances
are, the Helsman Trophy frontrunner also wants another shot at
Florida, the defending national
champions who have beaten the
Vols the past four years. He gets
the chance on Sept. 20 at The
Swamp in Gainesville.
"I guess everybody expected
me to leave," said Manning,
eighth in the 1996 Heisman balloting and the only Top 10 finisher returning. "I really love college football, and it has a lot to do
with how positive my experience
has been here, guys on the team,
coaches, the friends I'm making."
Penn State coach Joe Patemo

NIEMET
Continued from page five.
health has been a big question the
past two years, as he has sat out
parts of both seasons because of
various ailments.
All of the maladies trace back
to his propensity to put his head
down and run like a running
back, inviting ferocious hits from
opposing players.
"I've always had more fun go-

has other concerns ~ his Nittany
Lions are No. 1 in The Associated
Press preseason Top 25 for the
first time in school history.
"It's nice to be recognized, but
it sets you up like a sitting duck,"
said Patemo, who enters his 32nd
season just 11 wins shy of victory
No. 300. "I hope we are prepared
to handle it."
In this 128th college football
season, there are oodles of new
faces, including 24 new coaches
in Division I -A.
While Holtz resigned after 11
seasons in South Bend - he's
preparing for his rookie campaign as a CBS analyst - Mike
DuBose takes over for Gene
Stall ings at Alabama; Walt Harris moves in for Johnny Majors
at Pittsburgh; and the Big Ten
has four new coaches: Ron Turner at Illinois, Cam Cameron at
Indiana, Glen Mason at Minnesota and Joe Tiller at Purdue.
Not since 1987 have there been
so many new coaches.
"The bottom line is if you don't
win or attendance starts to fall,
college presidents are going to
make a change," says Brigham
Young coach LaVell Edwards,
beginning his 26th year with the
Cougars.
At Grambling, 78-year-old Eddie Robinson gets to coach his
57th and final season after he

was nearly ousted during the offseason. The Tigers, with two
straight losing seasons, were
placed on NCAA probation last
month for minor rules violations,
but Robinson was cleared of any
wrongdoing.
"I'd like to coach to about 100,
if I could live that long," said
Robinson, football's winningest
coach, college or pro, with 405
victories. "This is the only thing
I've ever done."
The bowl alliance enters its

BGS ORIGINAL DANCE BAR

This season, the Orange Bowl
on Jan. 2 will serve as the top alliance game, with the Pac-10 and
Big Ten champs headed to Pasadena for the Rose Bowl.

Sports Briefs
OSU beats Wyoming in opener

kx

The BG News
Classified
Ads

UNIVERSITY PERFORMING DANCERS
Thursday. Sept 4.1997
6 00 PM
222 Eppler North
lor more "to call D Tell at 26918

372-6977

BG 24 News First Meeting
The only TV News on Campus
9:00pm Wednesday
Sept 3rd
121 Wen Hall
H you want a job in TV
You should attend.

The BG Neat will not knowingly xccpl #J*«nxm*tm
thai iWnnuiuk* or fiKi*m$r JiHnmnuuor «*jiftJ any
latltvidiwl or pnupon the haut til race. <ci.color,crard.
religion. nMKMtal origin. *eiu*l oncMMion. dnabalMy
UaUi.* 4 -(term..- on the bun of any other legally
proUwd uaiuv
TV BO New* mcrvn the ngta to decline. drt&oMinue
or reviw any advemaefncni tuck at (hoac found M be
defamatory lacking in factual baui. misleading or falte
m nature All advertisement* are oabjecl in editing and
approval
Oie H("( Sew> a< a forum open U) the (MO**, mofmwi
the unpomodiry of preventing all of Urn type of advertising and therefore encourage* our reader* to beware
Alway* be familiar wtch a butineu before sending money
or providing personal credit information Pita* remember, if it toundt loo good lo be true. n probaMy n.

HEY SPOOTSFANSfl
Any students interested m getting involved wilh
sports radio, come torn the Bowling Green
Radio Sports Organization al the new members meeting on Tuesday. Sept. 2 at 9O0pm in
West Han Rooom 201.
Howard Stern's 'Pnvale Parts'
Aug. 29 6 30 Spm/IOpm bosh nights
Oscamp 111 - $2.00 - bursar able

You can help us by calling the advertising department at
>l'> 17' -I'M with your lompbinu and suggestions We
aak thai you pleaw provide your lumt. addrev*. and phone
number, along wnh your specific comments With your
help we can make The BG Newt a hener puMtcaiton

•

OSU defeated Wyoming Thursday night, 24-10, in the teams'
season opener. Buckeye quarterback Stanley Jackson scored In
the first quarter on a 41-yard run, and threw a 45-yard touchdown strike to Dee Miller.
Michael Wiley added a socre on a 32-yard touchdown run.

Ohio defeats Kent
The Ohio Bobcats beat the Kent Golden Flashes 31-7 in the
first Mid-American Conference game of the year.
The Bowling Green football team travels to Kent on Oct. 18,
and plays at Kent on Nov. 1.

Men's basketball seeks managers
The men's basketball team seeks managers to help out for the
1997-98 basketball season. If interested, students should call
372-7672.

ing heads-up against people," now. Last year was that learning
Niemet said. "I didn't care how experience. You have to feel
comfortable about that situabig they were. If I lost, I lost."
With wide receivers Damron tion."
Hamilton and Terry Loville reBlackney is feeling comfortaturning this season along with an ble, but doesn't hesitate to emimproved offensive line, the phasize just how much Niemefs
ingredients are there for Niemet maturation means to Falcon
to excel.
football in 1997.
"Everybody knows what's going on," Niemet said. "I know
"He's the most predictable and
what receiver is going to do what yet unpredictable part of our

UPTOWN

final year under the current format, with the Pac-10 and Big Ten
conferences and Rose Bowl coming aboard next season. The
change will make it easier for the
alliance to match the top two
teams for a true national title
game.

Auditions
1997-1998

offense," Blackney said. "He
knows that he's a guy that can
move the chains and he's a guy
that has to have the ball in his
hands.

CAMPUS EVENTS
"MEN'S CLUB SOCCER TRYOUTS"
SEPT. 2ND-SEPT. 5TH
3 45-6 00PM
WHERE? - FIELDS WESTSIDE Of FOOTBALL
STADIUM. MOflE INFO: 353-1185 OR

352-4585

SERVICES OFFERED
t CASH FOR COLLEGE!
GRANTS a SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
FROM PRIVATE t PUBUC SECTORS.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY. CALL NOW.
1-600-532-5953
Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Teen.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
Seamstress 8 Bridal Apparel
do custom sewing tor bridesmaids & flower
girls. Alterations on bndal gowns, bridesmaids.
ftowergirl 8 mother's dresses References
available. 823-1092.
WIN

ANYBODY LIKE MOVIES?!
II so. UAO's Campus Films Committee
wants you. Join today and help choose the
schedule lor next semester
Get involved with:
Sneak Previes - scheduling ■ publiaty
Cell Matthew E. Sayre. Campus Films
Director, at 372-2466 tor more info
ATTENTION
Ushers needed lor UAO Campus
Films Commitieel
Usher the movies and see them lor tree1
Committee members preferred.
Call Matthew E. Sayre.
Campus Films Director, at 372-2466
tor more into

"Now, can he develop into the
type of quarterback that he
needs to be to lead our football
team? That's going to be a major
challenge for our offensive
coaches and to Bob himself."

FREE FOOD
$10 'buy one, get one free' coupon card
buys$i00« worth oltood at NW Ohio
Burger Kings. Pizza Huts. 4 Taco Bells.

SKYDIVE NOWM 10 minutes from B G.S.U.
l si jump courses every Sat or Sun Student 8
group discounts. VISA 8 MC accepted.
SKYDIVE BG' 352-5200

PERSONALS
ANYBODY LIKE MOVIES?!
If so. UAO's Campus Films Committee
wants you. Join today and help choose the
schedule lor next semester.
Get involved with
Sneak Previews - Scheduling - Publicity
Cal Matthew E. Sayre. Campus Fims
Director, al 372.2486 tor more into.

Buy one lor yourself, your family
or buy one wrth your roommates1

Friday 8.50 Happy Hour al
Bratnaus 5-9pm
12 oi draft ISO
Kamikui, Oualude, 8 Melon Ball 6
All Schnapps, bar mix dnnks $.50
Also pitcher $2.00

Good Ovu June 30.1998

No Cover

Available thru APICS. 1 st Floor. CBA
Aug. 27,28.8 29.10am - 2pm

WELCOME
BACK PARTY
OPEN THIS SUNDAY AT 11 PM

:

AREA'S LARGEST DANCE FLOOR
BEST LIGHTS & SOUND AROUND

BG'S ORIGIN At DANCE BAR

*%¥#&

COLOR^i^AVEN
ART SUPPLIES
7350 Airport Highway • Holland, Ohio • 868-7240
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. 7-5; Sat. 9-2; Thurs. 7-7

NEWSPRINT
18x24

$299
Reg. $6.30

REGoRt* TAPES COMPACT p)9CS HEW * USED BOY*
SELL 1% % ltlDlE 4L0CAZ. HWK$ ffeJTKS fooKS

HARD
BOUND
SKETCH

$75
Reg. $12.99

rtofcffw mtiie> sw&s wausE^t IMPORTS

mftmw.

20 x 26

KYLON
WORKABLE
FIXATIVE

$869

$439

Reg. $12.20
Assort. Colors

Reg. $7.53

FIBERSTOCK
PORTFOLIO

7

mmtms ^ win mm

On Saturday, August 30 we will be
serving Sufficient Grounds coffee

% WrrW'" r%R fwt#* MK Final

SimiivCiKinnS

HUE ©G>S tftttlB $£ tyfaf?
I
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Children's MiacJe Network Dance Marathon
Steering Committee Applications are outi
Come |om the .earn that helps make miracles
happen in the lives ol children I
Applications can be picked up a! the Dance
Marathon Office m 450 Student Services Due
back Sept. 15th
QUESTIONS'? Call 372-0530 and ask lor
Amy, Jukanne.Thad or Jason'
Companion needed tor developmentalry delayed male adult. Take to recreation center,
walks, etc. Must have experience with d.d and
references. 16 an hour - 5 hours a week Call
352-7143 after 7pm
ATTENTION:
Ushers needed tor UAO's Campus
Films Committee1
Usher the movies and tee them tor FREE'
Committee members preferred
Ca« Matthew E Saye. Campus Films
Director al 372-2486, tor more into
INTRAMURAL FIRST AIDERS NEEDED
PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND RETURN BY SEPT 2
QUALIFICATIONS CURRENT STANDARD
FIRST AD OR COMMUNITY FIRST AC
CURRENT CPR AMERICAN RED CROSS
PROFESSIONAL OR AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION LEVEL C REQUIRED TO
COMPLETE A SHORT BLOODBORNE
PATHOGEN TRAINING COURSE AT TEH IM
OFFICE'S EXPENSE MANDATORY MEETt*3. TUES. SEPT 2,6 00PM
BIO

BROTHERS/BIO SISTERS VOLUNTEERS
Please call the office at 354-2113 with your
new address and phone number as soon as
possible We have Littles waiting for you'

American Heart
Association
Fighting Heart Disease
ana Stroke

Al settled in and ready lor some action' Come
and check out the women ol Delta Gamma
dunng our open rush neit Tuee. 1 Wed.lrom
7:30-9:30 We can't wait to see you rN-re'

ANYBODY LIKE MOVIES'
II so UAO's CampusFilms Committee wants
you Join today and help choose the
schedule tor neit semester
Gel involved with
Sneak Previews ■ Scheduling ■ Publicity
CalMatthewE Sayre.CampusFilms
Director. at 372-2466 tor more into

INTRAMURAL Of KICIALS NEEDED SOFT
BALL. ULTIMATE FRISBEE. kNNTERTUBE
WATER POLO. FLAG FOOTBALL. APPLY IN
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP
TAKE-HOME TEST BEFORE SEPT 2ND
MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE M. W DOUBLES GOLF - SEPT. 2: W, C SOFTBALL B SEPT 3, M SOFTBALL ■ SEPT 4: M. W
DOUBLES TENNIS • SEPT t. WNERTUBE
WATER POLO - SEPT. 10: M.W.C ULTIMATE
FRISBEE - SEPT. 11
KD- RUSH ' KD ' RUSH ■ KD- RUSH
CM you miss out? Do you soli warn to know
what sorority lite is like? The sisters of Kappa
Delta invite you ■> pin us on Wed. Sepi 3 Irom
Bpm - 10pm. Come and meet our sisters and
find out what were all about Bring smiles.
questions and friends to the KD house across
torm Mac. We'll see you there.
KD • RUSH • KD ' RUSH ■ KD ■ RUSH
Monday Nile Football at Bralhaua. Great
drink prices all night long. Get your tree
ticket lor a chance to win Bralhaua T-shirt
Drawing alter the game.
RUSH ALPHA PHI

BABYSITTER WANTED FOR 2 YROLD
FOR OCCASIONAL EVENINGS
Musi be loving and reliable
Non smoker 372 2899 or
sworley@bo.nfl!

Babysitter needed in my Pem/sburg home
Afternoons, some evenings. 2 boys (ages 6 A
2| Call 872 0536 or alter 2 00 372 7757
Babysitter needed for 2 young kids must like
dog. Call 352-8409.
Babysitter needed my BG home Non-smoker
References please. T.R 1100
230 Call
3525579
Barry Bagels Perrysburg (Rt 25 at Riverplace)
is now luring mature individuals tor full and part
time deli posinons/baker positions For into
can 672-4700
Buckeye Budget Moor Inn • 352-1520
Part-time desk clerk needed midnight to 6am 2
shifts per week Some weekends, apply 8-4.
MF 1740 E Woosler St BG

Come this week to see the very best ol ALPHA
PHI. As the Ivy strengthens and twines, youll
see how our friendship binds

CHILDCAREFOR2YR OLD
IN MY PERRYSBURG HOME
Tuei. and Thurs plus
occasional evenings.
Musi be loving and reliable
Non smoker 372-2899 or
swofley@bg.net

Come to the ALPHA PHI house on:
Tues.Sepl.2at»:15pm
Wed Sept 3 at 9:15pm
Thurs. Sept. 4 at 9 15pm
HUSH ALPHA PHI

o

Chiidcare needed in our Watervilie home. TLC
tor 2 6 4 yr. old. Reliable car. ref req Call
419878-4536

RUSH DELTA ZETA
RUSH DELTA ZETA
RUSH DELTA ZETA

AMI KUAN HEAR1
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

Choir director for adults a/or children. Send
resume of music experience A rets to First
Christian Church. 875 Haskms Rd. Bowling
Green. OH 43402c/o Randy Ballad.
Christian to work w/ children m Sun school on
Sun. mornings. Send resume to First Christian
Church. 875 Haskms Rd. Bowling Green. OH
43402 c/o Randy Ballard

rush dates coming soon'

Clerical position - part-time Candidate needs
good communication skills, typing skills, experience with Mircosoft Word and interest in the
law Send resume and a copy ol class schedule to Student Legal Services. 327 University
Union. BGSU

WANTED
I-HO0-AHA-USA1
The space provided at a rjut*c semeClew Anwican Heart Association

1 ■ 2 male sublease!s
lor 1997-98 school year

Call 664-9404

Dancers - Now hiring lor the
•1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo.
Travel 8 magazine modeling available
DeiaVu 419 531-0079

1 female subieaser needed immed 2 bdrm apt.
close to campus Call 354 6397

NEVER
WORK

Christian graduate student in private home

3522606
Roommate needed ASAP Own room and
bathroom. Nice. dean, quiet Call 353-3321
(M*e).

LUNCH

AGAIN!

Roommate needed, furnished apt. on Fruee
Ave. Call 352-9976

Lmra

NO m l is. JUST RIGHT.

•Top Wages
• Ftexfcle Hours

Full 8 pi time exp. dog groomers needed
Good pay w benefits. Send resume A ref. to
Sue Animal Medical Center 15028 US 225 E
Find lay OH 45840
Gymnastic instructors 6 Administrative Assistant wanted. Call Perrysburg Gymnastics at

874 9383
Help Wanted: Waitress part-time, vaned hrs .
experience helpful, apply between 2-4 M-F.
Elks Lodge 200 Campoeli Hill Rd BG

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our orculars.
Free information Call 410-347-1475

Hunan Palace Chinese restaurant now hiring
prime. Apply at store 1616 E Wooster. BG
352-91 S3

A need tor some good workers at Pisanelloa
Pizza. Flex, schedules, good working conditions, no silly uniforms. Prev. eip. helpful.
Kitchen 6 wait staff Apply after 4pm 203 N
Main.

J.C. Penney ' Woodland Mall
Seeking male/female part-time sates associates to work days, evenings and weekends
Apply at the Woodland Mail
Equal Opportunity Employer

•PaMVacafons

• HealtrvDentel IrBurance
•Employee
Stock Option Plan
are justafew of the great
benefits waiting for you!

Friday, August 29, 1997

Krogers No* Miring
tor a I positions
Looking tor fnendly people
to work flexible hours
Apply Al
Kroger*' 1094 N. Main
please no phone calls

Mike's Parry Marl. S Main BG is seeking a
part-time sis dark 15-22 hrs/week tor new
store' Must be fnanoly. neat, honest, depenria
ble and avail weekends Apply 8-4 Tuea - Fn.
3529259
Miscellaneous worker needed Appro. 20 hra
per ween Apply at Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
Mon Fn 8 4
Need a part time joo 7 Call about a lady remington business opportunity with flexible hours
and great money Call (4i9) 4?5 4046
Needed chiidcare • Perrysburg area
Ages 3.416 yr. oWs 2 8pm. 3 days a week
References/non smoker Call 87? 5756
New Restaurant Maggie's Family Restaurant
25431 N Dixie Hwy. Now hiring. All positions
Please call for an appointment 874 1543
Newman's Marathon is seeking all around ser
vice help (M/*ei(/minor repairs). Appry in
person btwB-5 525 N Main
Now accepting applications at Pagiiw's Pizza,
945 S Man Variety ol positions Apply in person 2 - 4pm M-F
Now hiring all pos-nons. Flexible hrs Comp«tive wages. Paid vacation A insurance Appty
at Pizza Hut 1131 Louisiana Ave. Perrysburg,
OH
Painters full and part lime positions avail immed Exp helpful352-4265
Pan-bme Sludem Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus7 Interested m working various
unskilled fobs m assembly, packaging, etc?
Rate of pay is $4.75 per hour. ($5 15 after
9/V97) Apply in person between the hours of
9am-5pm. Mon.-Fn al: Advanced Specialty
Products Inc 428ClOugnSt BG 43402
Personal chiidcare giver in your own home
Mature reliable highly experienced, excellent
references & resume 352 7494
Spring Break '98 Sell tnps. Earn Cash & Go
Free'11 Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers Lowest rates
(0 Jamaica, Mexico A Florida
Call
1-800 646 4849
Sufficient Grounds Coffeehouse m Perrysburg
Oust a short jaunt from campus) is looking for a
bunch of customer service oriented COFFEE
FREAKS' If you are over-educated, trag-cally
underemployed and available days or even
ings come join [he Grounds crew Drive down
Rt 25 to The Riverplace Center and Ml out an
application or calMor more into @ 872-2780

•
•

401 W. Dussell Road
Maumee, OH 43537

Choose favorites on our aongllst...Oldies,
Top 40, Lots of 80's, Rock snd more.
We gladly take requests.
We alao do live sound reinforcement for
indoor and outdoor occasions.

B

G

COP LAND
SYLVESTER STALLONE
HARVEY KEtTEL
HI

CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF

Main Diniim

Keepers Food Court

Saturday - Sunday
Breakfast
Ilium
Ipm
Lunch
11:30am-2pm
Dinner
4:30-6:30 pm

Keepers Snack Bar

Garden Terrace Deli

Sunday - Thursday
2pm - I Ipm

Towers West

Monday - Friday

Restaurant

4:30- 6:30pm

GT Express

Monday - Friday

Convenience Store

Bam
Midnight
Saturday - Sunday
Noon Midnight

7pm - MiilniL'hi

Student Union

Bowl -n- Greenery

Monday - Friday

The Pheasant Room

Pizza Shop
Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7pm
Saturday - Sunday
lil.nti 7pm
Shadows Snack Bar

I ii> Norih Main

11:30am- 1:30pm
Monday - Thursday
4:30 - 7pm

Kreischer Dining Center
Stiiiili.il Food Court

Sunday • Thursday

Monday - Friday
10:30am-2pm

FOR SALE

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom api avail immed. All util includ.
Ph 352 1520
t bdrm large turn. apt. all uW. ind. except elecinc lights. 352-74S4
1 bdrm senior grad $410
2 bdrm. senior-grad $515
Furn. - unlurn. Highland Management.
354-6036
i bedroom apt. for reni $265 per month. Half a
block from campus Call 382-3224
2 bdrm torn All util included except electric
lights. 352-7454

'83 Yamaha Virago 500cc
Near mini saddlebags
$850 Call 354 5053
'84 Buick Century. Exc cond 1 -owner. $1500
or best Offer 352 0705
1993 Dodge Shadow. Exeat., cond 2 dr.
hatchback AMFM stereo. Call 353-2148 or
email seanj@OQnel pgsu edu
90 Ford Escort Auto. Good condition Asking
$1400 Call 354 6516 evenings.
91 Honda Accord EX 1 owner detailed mam
tence records, new tires A CD player.
353 0648
^^_^_
Chevy Nova '87 • AC radio, cruise control
new alternator A exhaust Great condition runs
excellent $1900 Obo Call 614 459 9923or
email ani|e@bgnei bgsu edu
For sale: Two Cerwin Vega Speaker Cabinets
15" woofers and radial horn. 600 watt congnuous each. Excellent for DJmg $800 pair.
$450 each Call Jeremy at 354-0044
Hde-abed couch $75
Must come get Call 352 5587, talk to Steve

Campus Pollyeyes
Check Out Our Stulled Breadslicks
lllled with your lavorile pina Items.

317 N. Summit-A vail able immediately. Large 4
BR. 2 bath house w/ basement Musi have
mm of 4 unrelated people. Reni collected
quarterly. Sec dep A parent, guarantee Tenants pay all util. Mm. 12 mo lease only. Local
Owners Call 354-2854
Check out the best kepi housing secret m BG.
Mi Vernon Apartments. Clean. 2 bedroom,
furnished, balcony, dishwasher, unl. provided,
on-sife manager. Call for appointment
352-9909.
Large 3 bdrm apt 453 S Prospect A. No pels
Slave Sm.th 352-8917. or 261-8298 (cetl

phone).
Roommate wanted. Close to campus. You pay
$247 50 Pets allowed. 353-2347
Subieaser needed Q Summit Terrace apt* 1
bdrm. AC. carpeted, transportation to and
from campus. Laundry faoNnes. and living
rm.fum avail © a 1 time add cost. Call Sean
@ 352 6408
Subieaser needed. 2 bdrm., bath; share with 2
others Call Derrick or Lynn @ 352-2281 or
Marv 722-3304

QQnAQS
Tie
%oktdo*», ^Pa/act
Alternative Clothing
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry
• Imported Cigsrs • Clove

1 FREE ITEM IN A FULL ORDER
Of STUFFED STICKS.

Candles • Glass Cunos 'Tapestries
• Stickers • Posters
• 200* Tees

missis, !•«»»■< ante.)

Call TattaT'free telif err!
IKMIUII

CtalSiMrilttSMitBtti

innMiicsM tote mm

:i.>2-9638

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sunday 12-6
352-3306

Learn Valuable Skills?

Monday - Friday
11:30am- 1:30pm
Monday - Thursday
4:30 - 7pm

ends?

Gain Experience in Your Field
Then be the tgfii© Cultural
A war ene ss Direc tor,
Contemporary Issues Director
or Mini Course Director

Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7pm
Saturday - Sunday
10am - 7pm

Prout Cafeteria

Wanted 100 students Lose 8-100 lbs. New
metabolism breakthrough. Dr. recommended,
guaranteed
$30 cost
Free gilt.
1 800 856-0916.

Make Fti

Founders Dining Center

Monday - Friday
Breakfast
7:30
IOs4S am
Lunch
I lam-2pm
Dinner
4:30 - 6:30pm

Tan A brown Lazy Boy sleeper sofa. $275 2
reamers. 1 tan. 1 brown, $35 each. Good condition. Call 669-3393.

Build Your Resume?

(419) 686-8501

McDonald Pining Center

Sturdy toft $120 obo
Ask for Betty 353-2429

CoMhg in Sept "Brad Off*

SCHEDULE OF HOURS

u

Sola with matching loveseat. single sofa, two
reclining chairs. Good condition
Call
655-3731.

Every Sat
12 Midnight

1997-1998
S

Power Macintosh 7100 PC with printer A
modem. Evening «419-686 3795 $1400

Cigarettes • Incense • Unique

UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES
r*

Nissan Sentra. 1992. 4 speed, JVC cd player
AM.FMstereo.200Wamp $3800 352 5595

352 5247. ask for Jay
Wani to earn some extra cash? Avail, between
5 A 9pm? AZG Research is now hiring for pan
Dme employment Good communication skills
required. $5 25 starting salary Slop by 13330
Bishop Rd. lo apply or call 352-8115 tor more
info.

tdcomt Bad StidatB!

Book your next party with us!!!

(Just a lew minute* horn BGI
TaJta MTS W to Due—I- turn tight!

Waitresses, bartenders, pizza makers A pm
chasers Apply al Varsity Lanes 1033 S Main.

Honda Accord 90 LX 2 door 102 K $6500 or
best offer Lou of new extras. 354-6192 Greal
condition

41,1 7(1 Tlii'iHi v

T>J Service fr Sound 'Reinforcement

Apply in person
Mon.-Frl. 2-4

VAN DRIVER Pan lime position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency Must be between the ages of 21-65,
have a valid Ohio driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume to PO Box
/38. Bowling G-een Oil 434Q2

'l27N.Mam.BG * 353-1361

Ntyty 7:00 930
Sat San Moo Mat 2:00 4-30

'Ratliff Sound

This position serves as Recepoonist/Generai
Office Worker for the Registration area in Continuing Education. Previous office experience
preferred Proficiency in both Mircosolt Word
and Excel helpful Work schedule 15-20 hours
per week Monday - Friday Salary (5 15 per
hour. For additional information call. Mary
Mannings. 372 8181, by Fnday, August 29.
1997

itoulmi; Green

If you have at least one semester of college
experience and you are interested in being a
part of a Great Team, then we would love to have you
join us! Applications are now
available in 330 University Union and are due Tuesday
September 2, by noon. Sign-up for an interview when
you drop off your application!
???Call 372-2343

Whatever Your Style

p r@f®inr©idl Propetrttii© s
Has an Apartment for You

Monday - Thursday
I lam - 3 ant
Friday
I lam - lam
Saturday
4pm - lam

Sunday

Sunday - Thursday

4 pm - ,3am

7pm-Midnighl
Silver River Cafe

Restaurant
J

K Wpm

Coffee House
XV)- 10:30pm

Commons Dining Center
Main Dining

Monday - Friday
Breakfast
7:30-11 am
Lunch
I lam-2 pm
Limited Service
2-4:30 pm
Dinnncr 4:30 - 6:30pm

Nest

Grill
Monday - Thursday
I lam - I Ipm
Friday
II am - 6pm
Saturday
10am - 6pm

Sunday
10am - II pm
Bakery
Monday - Thursday
7am - II pm
Friday
7am - 1:30pm

t'hily's Express

Monday - Friday

Convenience Store

Sam - Midnight

< .ill-11-ria Line
Monday - Friday
BreakiaM
7:3(1- 11130am

Saturday - Sunday
Noon - Midnight

Lunch
I lam - 1:30pm
Monday • Thursday

Pi"Pcr

p@K ftW) • WfflV'SlN jJ'j'US'S' IBI.f@ltoW<r>0><d) • Nia'rilMil'OliTiil
Close lo Campus'Largest Bedrooms* X-Tra Storage»Sound Conditioned
Furnished/Unfurnished'Gas Heat'Central AifAmple olf Street Parking.

See us also for 1 bdrms, efficiencies and 2-3-65 Bdrm Houses
Preferred Properties 530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

1—xm.

I

